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FLAT SEAM
A flat seam may be worked from either the right or the
wrong side of the work. Place the 2 pieces of fabric
evenly together and stitch one row at a time, always
bringing the needle up from underneath through the
centre of the stitch, then in the same manner through
corresponding stitch on second piece.
NOTE – Always keep seam elastic – there should be
as much stretch in your seam as there is in the rest of
your garment.

i-CORDS
i-Cords are round cords which can be used for ties, handles, toys or just for embellishment.
An i-Cord is similar to French knitting but is much more flexible in size and stitch numbers.
Using 2 double-pointed needles, cast on a few stitches (between 2 and 6, depending on the yarn thickness).
Knit the first row.
At the end of the row, instead of turning your work for the next row, slip the stitches to the other end of the needle.
Pull the yarn firmly across the back of the stitches to knit the next row from the same direction as the first row.
Continue knitting every row in the same direction, pulling the yarn firmly across the back.
When cord is length required either cast off the stitches or break the yarn, thread the end through the stitches and secure firmly.
Pull yarn firmly across
back of work.

After completing the row, slip stitches to other end of needle.

View from back.

MAKE 1 (M1)
To make an extra st, with
right-hand needle, pick up
loop which lies before next
stitch (from the front) and
place on left hand needle.

Knit (or purl) into back of
this loop. This will twist the
loop and prevent a hole
from appearing in your
work.

